
SGL STRATEGIC INCOME
third quarter 2022

STRATEGY  STATS1

DIVIDEND YIELD: N/A
BOND YIELD: 3.62%
BOND MATURITY: 4.04 yrs

SGL STRATEGIC INCOME -6.62% 0.38% 1.35% 3.11% 2.52%

BLOOMBERG CORPORATE -12.30% 0.65% 1.30% 3.58% 4.12%
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SGL Strategic Income seeks to 
provide stability while also offering 
steady income. Bonds typically have 
short maturities, allowing for 
reinvestment at higher rates as 
interest rates rise and limited 
downside risk.

SGL Investment Advisors is a 
boutique investment management 
subsidiary of SG Long Financial 
whose subsidiaries have been in 
business since 1986. We pride 
ourselves in offering our clients a 
relationship with their advisor that 
is built on trust. We strive to serve 
individuals, businesses, and non-
profit organizations of all sizes and 
levels of wealth by giving them a 
unique experience in building and 
managing their portfolios.

283 West Front Street  |  Suite 302 |  Missoula, MT 59802
P | 406.721.0999    sglongfinancial.com
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1 - Current portfolio stats are as of September 30, 2022. Although SGL Investment Advisors 
reviews our portfolio statistical methods on a regular basis, certain structural conditions may 
occasionally distort the data. "Bond Yield" refers to yield-to-maturity from cost. "Bond Maturity" 
is the average time to maturity within the strategy composite.
Investing involves risk, including potential loss of principal. Although SGL Investment Advisors 
attempts to manage risk, there is no guarantee, implied or explicit, that they will be able to do so. 
Investment accounts are not FDIC insured. Stocks discussed on this page may be held by 
employees of SG Long Financial. Past performance in no way should be construed as an indicator 
of either expected or predicted future performance. All portfolio returns are; unaudited, but 
follow standard industry calculation procedures; represented as net of all trading costs and 
SGLIA's maximum fee of 0.75% annually (calculated as 0.1875% quarterly); dollar weighted 
consolidated returns of each management strategy as a portfolio class; and, do not include 
accounts with client imposed restrictions that hinder the firm from fully implementing its intended 
strategy. Individual portfolio performance can and does deviate from the performance of the 
strategy as a whole. Securities offered through SGL Investment Advisors. SGL Investment Advisors 
is a subsidiary of SG Long Financial. Performance since inception date of June 1, 2009.
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